
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BruxMUN 2019 is in the make! 
 
 



Team Applications 
 
BruxMUN is an annual project run on a voluntary basis and supported by the United Nations                
Youth Association Flanders - Belgium. After a successful first edition BruxMUN proved to be a               
landmark project. Its main focus is and remains high school students. We would like to keep it                 
that way, and we need your help for that! 
 
Please be aware that the workload of the organizing team member will be significant, and 
once committed to the team, you are expected to complete the tasks up to your abilities. 
 
Start date – 04th of February 2019 (negotiable). 

 
Secretary General 
 
The Secretary General of BruxMUN is tasked with the final overview and direction of the               

simulation and content. The SG is the end responsible for   
● The topics to be discussed in the various committees  
● The Rules of Procedure 
● The Secretariat (Chairs) 

● The timetable of the sessions 

● The Study Guides 

● The application procedure and selection of participants 

● The role assignment 

● The SG works in close cooperation with the General Director. All major decisions are              

taken by the Board in unanimity. The SG is directly supported by the Head of Content. 

 
Advisors 

 

The DG and SG can ask for additional support from advisors which can include but is not limited                  

to the former board members of BruxMUN. 

 

Team 

 
Heads of Content: The Head(s) of Content works together with the SG in the content-related               

tasks. They coordinate the writing of the Study Guides, the Rules of Procedure and the               

timetable of the simulation. They assist with briefing the Chairs on the topic and the Rules of                 

Procedure, and help with the application and selection procedure of both chairs and             

participants. The Head of Content supports the Secretariat during the week of the simulation. 

 
*this function can be performed from abroad 



 
Head of PR: The Head of PR is the person who is in charge of the overall external                  

communication strategy of BruxMUN and works very closely with the heads of partnerships and              

communications as well as the social media manager. This includes the management of the              

website, development of campaigns and overall promotion of the MUN 

 

Head of Partnerships 

The head of Partnerships is the person who takes care of contacting the various organisations               

and stakeholders BruxMUN is involved with. This includes contacting partner organisations and            

press channels for spreading awareness about BruxMUN, contacting EU institutions and bodies            

to ask for cooperation (venues, speakers, goodies), and generally being the spokesperson for             

BruxMUN towards external actors. The head of Partnerships is also in charge of the              

partnerships with other NGOs for, for example ERASMUS+ mandates, and promotion of the             

conference via these channels. 

 
Treasurer: The Treasurer is the person who will keep track of the budget. The Treasurer is                

tasked with preparing a preliminary budget, approving financial transactions and tracking every            

euro that is spent or received. The Treasurer is also in charge of fundraising, which means he or                  

she will send emails to various organisations and businesses who could possibly want to              

sponsor Brussels MEU.  
Head of Socials: The Head of Socials is the person in charge of arranging the social events for                  

the conference week in close dialogue with the DG. 

 
Head of Communications: BruxMUN will receive a lot of questions from potential participants,             

or accepted applicants regarding the conference and their stay in Brussels. The Head of              

Communications will be available daily to answer any questions participants may have, either             

through Facebook or the official BruxMUN email account. The Head of Communications will be              

required to be responsive to the needs of the participants via digital channels, and make sure                

all the requests and questions of the participants are communicated In the team and              

addressed. During the application procedure the Head of Communication will be working            

closely with the SG in emailing the accepted/rejected participants and keeping track of the              

application procedure. 

 
Head of Logistics: The Head of Logistics will be in charge of finding the venue, catering and the                  

accommodation for the participants. He/she will also be responsible for ordering           

badges/lanyards/all the other merchandising materials, as well as making/printing badges,          

placards before the conference. They will be assisted by the SG. The Head of Logistics will also                 

overview the Coordination Officers 

 



Social Media manager: This is the person who will be in charge of taking care of the BruxMUN                  

Facebook account and Twitter from February on, regularly posting UN and EU related content,              

as well as all BruxMUN – related posts (Call for chairs, applications, etc ...). Journalism               

background would be helpful, but not required! 

 
*this function can be performed from abroad  

 
General Support Staff: These are at least three people who will be in charge of welcoming,                

registering, coordinating and hosting participants. They will help with guiding participants           

during sessions and social events, answer any questions participants may have during the             

conference week. Each coordination officer will be assigned to different committees, where            

they will ensure that everything runs smoothly (by making important announcements, passing            

notes, handling the projectors, microphones, etc.) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 


